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“Phil does a great job taking you through the mobile ecosystem and how jQuery Mobile makes it dead simple to break into it. Going from the fundamentals of web and mobile to advanced topics like video and themes, anyone looking to gain greater knowledge in mobile development will profit from this book.”

—Brett Child, Software Consultant, Software Technology Group

“Sams Teach Yourself jQuery Mobile in 24 Hours by Phil Dutson is full of rock-solid real-world examples that can be easily built upon to create a functional, rich, custom, completely usable mobile website.

The book reads incredibly easy; you find that the learning comes almost effortlessly as you read and work through the tutorials. In addition to learning the elements you need to build your own website, you’ll also learn how to extend and fill your mobile website with elements such as video and the creation and scanning of QR and Microsoft Tag codes. It even covers the introduction of jQuery Mobile into WordPress and the development of Android-based applications using jQuery Mobile and PhoneGap. I highly recommend a read if you’re doing any type of mobile web development.”

—Drew Harvey, Solution Architect, CrossView, Inc.

“This book is an excellent resource for any developer looking to integrate jQuery mobile into their next project. Phil covers the fundamentals of jQuery mobile while also providing best practices for mobile development.”

—Jim Hathaway, Web Developer

“This book is an excellent read for beginners and web veterans alike. Phil Dutson does an excellent job of highlighting the jQuery Mobile framework’s semantics and syntax while also providing an introduction to mobile web development best practices in general.”

—Greg Lavallee, Software Engineer, The Washington Post Company

“Well-written, detail-oriented, and documented with plenty of hands-on examples makes Sams Teach Yourself jQuery Mobile in 24 Hours flow and easily comprehensible. This book is a must-have library addition for the software developer beginning down the mobile application development path.”

—Tamara Urry, Sr. Software Engineer & Owner, JET Technical
“In my years of learning, training, and teaching programming, I have rarely come across an individual with Phil Dutson’s ability to explain code. Whether you are a beginner, novice, or experienced programmer, Sams Teach Yourself jQuery Mobile in 24 Hours is written for you. Developers who want to take advantage of the vast mobile market will want to add this book to their arsenal.”

—Dale Wallentine, Associate Dean, School of Technology Stevens-Henager College, Logan Utah Campus
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Introduction

There is little doubt that the way we currently access, use, and share the things we find online is going to continue to become more and more mobile. Every month thousands of new smartphones are activated and accompany their owners everywhere from trips to the grocery store to mountain hiking. As our thirst for connectivity expands into areas not possible a few years ago we need sites that deliver information quickly and easily, and that will work no matter what device we are using for access. This can be done with jQuery Mobile.

Built on the popular and stable jQuery framework, jQuery Mobile can be utilized to transform existing sites into mobile-friendly ones. If you do not have a site yet, don’t worry because starting out with a blank slate is a great way to see how simple and easy using jQuery Mobile is. Shortly you will have a site that handles as well on a mobile device as it does on a desktop.

Getting into mobile site development is no longer an option; it’s a necessity. Even though the landscape is morphing as much for the mobile web as for the current desktop websites, using a framework like jQuery Mobile helps bridge the gaps between hardware and software platforms. This gives you the peace of mind that users can still use your site, even if they are on a legacy device that may fail to support many other sites today.

Key Features of This Book

You’re not only going to learn how to use jQuery Mobile, you’re going to put it to work with scannable codes, videos, and CMS integration. Starting out with the basics we build a simple web page to display information about you. You’ll then kick it up a notch and learn how to customize your page by including a responsive layout so that small screen devices are shown content made just for them while tablet users get an optimized experience that takes advantage of the increased screen space. You also learn how to detect mobile devices and route them to special directories or sections of your site based on the User Agent.

Mobile users also enjoy the use of rich site content, including videos that improve the user experience by providing a visual guide to a product or service. You learn about embedding videos as well as encoding video so that they play back on mobile devices as well as the pros and cons for each method.
If you are in marketing looking into the viability of a mobile project or endeavor, you’ll enjoy learning about the use of scannable codes to help track and direct mobile users to specific sites, videos, or text messages. These codes can be printed in magazines, manuals, and on product packaging to help users learn more about your product or to sign up for updates.

As you progress hour by hour, you get a great foundation for mobile site development as well as gain valuable insight through the tricks, tips, and warnings scattered throughout. Twenty-four hours from now you’ll have a greater understanding of mobile site development and what needs to be done to get your next project mobilized and into the hands of millions.

How to Use This Book

This book is straightforward. It starts here in the introduction, and then moves on into the first hour. There are 24 lessons, each of which should take about an hour to complete. I tried to set up the book not only as a lesson guide, but also as a handy reference guide that you can keep around once you are finished. As each hour covers a portion of the jQuery Mobile framework along with examples, this book should prove useful even if you use it only for reference. While it is possible to quaff an energy drink or two and have this entire book finished in one go, I’d honestly recommend you give your subconscious some time to process the concepts you learn in each hour.

How This Book Is Organized

This book has been carved into four parts to help you focus or reference the section that best suits your level of learning or interest. They are

- Part I, “Beginning jQuery Mobile,” covers the basics, everything from HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to building a page using jQuery Mobile. If you are entirely new to the game, start right here, and you’ll be up to speed in no time.

- Part II, “Creating the User Interface,” teaches you about the user interface and how it is styled with jQuery Mobile. This is anything the user is going to see, touch, and use. This part even covers the use of events to help create custom functionality for gestures as well as adjusting the built-in theme manually.

- Part III, “Customizing Your Content,” takes you beyond the jQuery Mobile defaults and looks at adding plug-ins, themes, responsive design, and device detection.

- Part IV, “Extending the Mobile Experience,” is all about taking it to the next level. Video integration, device emulation, minified code, creating an Android app using PhoneGap, and even adding jQuery Mobile to a WordPress theme are all covered here.
Q&A, Quiz, and Exercises

At the end of each hour you find a section that contains some questions and answers for the topic covered during the hour. While some of these questions may offer a deeper explanation or insight into what was covered, others explain the reasons for covering some solutions while overlooking others. The Quiz section can be used to help you test what you learned in the hour while the Exercises help you put it all into practice.

Conventions Used in This Book

This book contains special elements as described here:

---

**TIP**

This Is a Tip

These are tips and tricks that you can use to help make your site or experience a little better.

---

**NOTE**

This Is Important Information

When you see these you get important information about a topic that was mentioned or covered.

---

**CAUTION**

This Is a Warning!

When you see these be careful; the information posted here usually saves you from doing something that might break your code, or lets you know about a result that would otherwise be unexpected.

---

This book uses a special monospace font on code/programming-related terms/text such as

`id="home"`

Code listings contain numbered lines for better understanding.

Sample Code for This Book

Throughout the book various files are referenced to help you learn jQuery Mobile as occasional starting points and for comparison with code you have written yourself. These files can be downloaded in a compressed format by visiting www.informit.com/title/9780672335945. Go to the Downloads tab and click on the “Sample Code” link.
NOTE

The Author’s Websites

Anything web related moves fast. Sometimes there are small gaps of time between versions in a framework or browser, but when a community is driving new functionality and more and more devices are released into the market, things are quickly changed. The author of this book, Phil Dutson, maintains two websites that can be useful as you learn about jQuery Mobile and web development. The first is http://www.jquerymobilein24.com/ where you can find blog entries and updates to the world of jQuery Mobile. The second is the eCom DevBlog, which can be found by visiting http://dev.tonic1394.com/.

Each site hosts a blog with a searchable index to help you find what you are looking for, as well as a comments section that you can use to leave feedback or ask questions.
What You’ll Learn in This Hour:
▶ What files make up the jQuery Mobile framework
▶ How jQuery Mobile works with data attributes
▶ How to use jQuery Mobile to create a simple page
▶ How to use the mobile initialization event

The jQuery Mobile framework is the perfect place to get started with mobile development. Just like the standard jQuery framework, it is built to deliver speed, stability, and an excellent cross-browser experience to your visitors.

During this hour we start with adding jQuery Mobile to a web page and then discuss a little of how jQuery Mobile runs with the use of data roles. We then create a basic page with HTML and make it a mobile page using jQuery Mobile. Finally in this hour we cover the `pageinit` function and the difference between it and the standard jQuery `$().ready()` function.

Adding jQuery Mobile to Your Site

Adding the jQuery Mobile framework to your site is almost as easy as adding the standard jQuery framework to your site. In fact, jQuery Mobile requires the standard jQuery framework to function. In this respect, it could be considered part of the jQuery Mobile framework since it will not run without it.

Three files make up the complete jQuery Mobile framework:
▶ jQuery library JavaScript file
▶ jQuery Mobile library JavaScript file
▶ jQuery Mobile CSS style sheet
Hour 4: Introduction to the jQuery Mobile Framework

The two jQuery libraries are included as they contain all the logic that makes the frameworks work. The jQuery Mobile library extends on the base features of the jQuery library. Each of these libraries is available in a production version and a development version. The main difference between the two is that in the production version each file has been minified to remove excess whitespace and leaves out all comments. If you want to dive into what makes each framework tick, grab the development versions as they contain extra lines to help with legibility and comments to help explain some sections of code.

The jQuery Mobile CSS style sheet is included as it contains all the styles, themes, and swatches that are used with jQuery Mobile. These styles include various settings for backgrounds, colors, margin, padding, and sprites. jQuery Mobile does leverage CSS3 styles as this allows a smaller file size, and most modern mobile browsers have fairly good support for them.

When the files listed previously are included together in your HTML file, you are ready to get started using jQuery Mobile.

Including JavaScript in the head Element

Last hour we discussed putting all JavaScript includes just before the closing body tag and how this helps reduce HTTP request blocking and perceived loading speed. While that is a good practice on a standard HTML page, this will not work with all scripts when using jQuery Mobile. Because jQuery Mobile uses AJAX, scripts in the head element are considered to be “run once” scripts. If you have scripts that you want to execute only on a single or certain page you should either use the pageinit event, or you may include your scripts within the div element you are using as a page with the data-role="page" attribute.

Listing 4.1 shows the contents of basic_layout.html, which we use to start the layout of a simple mobile page including jQuery Mobile.

Listing 4.1 Basic Page Layout Including jQuery Mobile

```html
1:   <!DOCTYPE html>
2:   <html>
3:     <head>
4:       <title>Developing with jQuery Mobile</title>
5:       <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
6:       <link rel="stylesheet" href="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.css" />
7:       <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.1.min.js"></script>
8:       <script src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.js"></script>
9:     </head>
10:   <body>
```
Let's take a walk through the basic structure. Beginning with line 1 we set up our HTML5 DOCTYPE. This allows most mobile browsers and even most modern desktop browsers to use all the features that jQuery Mobile offers. The HTML5 DOCTYPE also allows some backwards compatibility with older browsers.

The next few lines are all standard HTML, but line 5 contains a meta element with some attributes that you may not recognize. The name attribute tells the browser what type of data this meta element contains. In this case it tells the browser that it contains information for the viewport or the display size of the page. The content attribute is set to width=device-width, initial-scale=1. This means that when the page is viewed, it should not be zoomed in to a particular portion of the page or zoomed out and shrink everything down. Instead the page should be rendered with the same dimensions as the device it is being viewed on, averting the strange zoomed views that plague some websites that are viewed on mobile devices.

Line 6 is where we include the jQuery Mobile CSS file. This file contains all the default styles that will be applied when using jQuery Mobile, and it also contains some theme styles that can be overwritten.

Line 7 contains the include for the standard jQuery JavaScript library. Note that this include must be called before you call the jQuery Mobile JavaScript library or you will receive JavaScript errors on the page.

Line 8 is the include for the jQuery Mobile JavaScript library.

Lines 9 through 13 show basic HTML markup for the rest of the page.

You can try running the code from Listing 4.1 by running basic_layout.html in your browser. Don’t be surprised or worried that the site doesn’t look very mobile and that it only contains one line of text. This is normal and rendering exactly as expected. In fact it brings us to using data roles.

**Using Data Roles**

Before we dive into data roles, you need to first learn what they are. We know that HTML elements are limited in the attributes they can contain to be considered valid. For example an img element requires an src and an alt attribute to be valid. While there are some optional attributes that you can also put in the img element that would still allow it to be valid, if you were to throw in an attribute of imgtitle it would not validate. Listing 4.2 demonstrates this with two img elements; one is valid and the other is not.
LISTING 4.2  An Example of Valid and Invalid HTML Markup

1: <!-- The following img element is valid and will pass HTML validation -->
2: <img src="images/logo.png" alt="Site Logo" />
3: <!-- The following img element has been customized and will fail HTML validation -->
4: <img src="images/logo.png" alt="Site Logo" imgtitle="Tremble before our mighty logo of fury!" />

Let’s walk through the code snippet in Listing 4.2. Line 1 is an HTML comment that I included to help you understand what is going on. Line 2 is a perfectly valid `img` element that contains both `src` and `alt` attributes. Line 3 is another HTML comment, and line 4 is an invalid `img` element because it contains a custom attribute with a custom value.

We know that the code in line 4 is invalid, but what happens when we need that extra text in that `img` element? For example, what if we had a tooltip function that was built in JavaScript that we wanted to use that would take the text from the custom `imgtitle` attribute and display it? This is why data attributes exist.

Data attributes are part of the HTML5 specification. They were created so that developers who need to use custom tags can use them without fear of breaking validation of the element they are customizing. To create a data attribute you must start the attribute with `data-` you may then use any letters you want as long as they are lowercase.

NOTE

In Reference to a data attribute

Due to the way data attributes are created some people refer to them as `data-*`. The asterisk is used to denote that after typing `data-` almost anything can be used. Creating data attributes named `data-mine`, `data-billingaddress`, `data-phone`, `data-userid`, `data-a`, and `data-z` are all perfectly acceptable. However, actually using a data attribute named `data-*` in your code, is not.

Experienced jQuery users may already be familiar with data attributes and the use of the jQuery `.data()` function when working with them. If you decide to reference data attributes with this function, be aware that after the first dash any extra text will be formatted in CamelCase. For example, `data-my-attribute` will become `data-myAttribute`. To get around this you can use the jQuery `.attr()` method instead to specify your custom attribute. For more information on the `.attr()` method, visit http://api.jquery.com/attr/.

Using a data-attribute and an HTML5 DOCTYPE informs the browser to ignore the attribute and any data contained in it, thereby allowing it to validate.
jQuery Mobile uses these data attributes to create data roles for data storage. This allows the jQuery Mobile library to find the data contained in custom attributes and manipulate them without making any of the code invalid.

Creating a Simple Page

We have already covered the code it takes to build the basic structure for a mobile site, but we have not actually made it look like a mobile site. Let’s expand that into a one-page and one-button site so that we can get a better feel for how jQuery Mobile works.

In Listing 4.3 we add several elements to the page and use data attributes to apply functionality and style.

Listing 4.3 Expanding the Mobile Site to Include a Header and a Button

```
1:  <!DOCTYPE html>
2:  <html>
3:   <head>
4:     <title>Developing with jQuery Mobile</title>
5:     <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
6:     <link rel="stylesheet" href="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.css" />
7:     <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.1.min.js"></script>
8:     <script src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.js"></script>
9:   </head>
10:  <body>
11:    <div data-role="page">
12:      <div data-role="header"><h1>Single Page Site</h1></div>
13:      <div data-role="content">
14:        <p>Look at the button!</p>
15:        <a href="#" data-role="button">I am a button</a>
16:      </div>
17:    </div>
18:  </body>
19: </html>
```

The preceding code was based on the code from Listing 4.1 and can be viewed by opening the file expanded_layout.html. Let’s go over the changes that were made from the original code.

Inside the body element we have added a new div element on line 11. This div has an attribute of data-role="page", which allows jQuery Mobile to treat this div as a single page. This functionality also allows you to have a multipage site contained in one HTML file. Continuing
on to line 12 you can see that it contains a div with an attribute of data-role="header". This tells jQuery Mobile to treat this as a container for the header section of the page. Inside this div element is an h1 element. It is important that we have this element in the header, not only for Search Engine Optimization (SEO) purposes, but because it gets a specific style applied to it that helps complete the look of the header section.

Line 13 contains another div with an attribute of data-role="content". This applies some padding and other styles and designates this div as the container for the content section of the page. Line 14 shows a p element with some text inside it. This is included as an example of what text looks like inside the content section. Also inside the content section line 15 shows a link that we have set up. While this link currently does not go anywhere (the href attribute is set to #), it is important to notice that the a element contains the data-role="button" attribute. jQuery Mobile uses this attribute to transform the standard link into a fully styled button.

If you were to render the page in a browser, the whole page should now look more like a mobile site. The default theme is applied including a clearly defined header section and content section. The button that we added is in the content section and automatically expands to fit the size of the screen it is being viewed on.

I mentioned previously that the button that was added does not actually do anything when clicked. This is fine for personal amusement and practical jokes, but we can make it do something if we set the href attribute to link somewhere. In Listing 4.4, which shows the contents of button_click.html, you can see that the button has been set to point to another page, and a second page section has been set up within our HTML file.

**LISTING 4.4 The Mobile Site with a Working Button and Second Page Section**

```html
1:  <!DOCTYPE html>
2:  <html>
3:   <head>
4:     <title>Developing with jQuery Mobile</title>
5:     <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
6:     <link rel="stylesheet" href="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.css" />
7:     <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.1.min.js"></script>
8:     <script src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.js"></script>
9:   </head>
10:  <body>
11:   <div data-role="page">
12:     <div data-role="header"><h1>Single Page Site</h1></div>
13:     <div data-role="content">
```

Creating a Simple Page

The first change is on line 15. We changed the link to now point at a populated anchor instead of an empty one. We also added another attribute to the a element. Using `data-rel="dialog"` allows jQuery Mobile to display the linked element as a dialog page instead of a standard page. Using a dialog gives a different style and feel than a standard page and also shows the page with a special pop transition by default.

If you look farther down in the code for the referenced anchor you will find it on line 18. This is where we set up a second page. We gave the second page an id of dpop, and just like the page on line 11, it is a div element. Something else we have done is added `data-theme="d"`, which styles the dialog window a little differently than the current color scheme.

There are currently five basic swatches in the jQuery Mobile default theme. The swatches are selected by passing either a, b, c, d, or e into the `data-theme` attribute.

Line 19 shows that we set up another header section and added another h1. Line 20 is the same as line 13, which is a div with an attribute of `data-role="content"`, and just like line 13 it tells jQuery Mobile that this div element will be used as a content section. Within this section we created a back button on line 22. The back button works through the use of the `data-rel="back"`. This attribute sends the browser back one step in history. This is why the href has an empty anchor value.

Figure 4.1 shows the first page, and Figure 4.2 shows the dialog page.

As you can see from the preceding coding exercise, jQuery Mobile allows you to easily make mobile sites with very little code. You can also create your own events, or even tweak the default ones. To get started adding your own customization we need cover some subtle differences between the standard jQuery framework and the jQuery Mobile framework.
**FIGURE 4.1**
A simple page with one button linking to the dialog page

**FIGURE 4.2**
The dialog page that appears when linked from the first page
Understanding the Mobile Initialization Event

You already learned that one of the problems with using standard JavaScript happens when including scripts and attaching events or even when trying to manipulate data that may not exist at the time the function is called. The jQuery framework uses the \$(document).ready() function to circumvent manipulation and loading problems by giving you access to your functions as soon as possible. While this is fantastic for single page sites, it becomes a small problem for the jQuery Mobile framework.

jQuery Mobile uses AJAX to load the contents of each page rather than reload the entire DOM structure. The \$(document).ready() function only runs once per page load, not per AJAX call. In jQuery Mobile, the $(document).ready() function doesn’t run once per page, but rather once per site unless a page refresh is requested or performed by the user. This means that some of the default settings that need to be set by jQuery Mobile cannot be set in the $(document).ready() function because they would not be applied to pages included through AJAX.

The answer to setting and changing these defaults is to use the mobileinit event because it runs before the $(document).ready() function ever does. To use the mobileinit event you must first include the jQuery framework and then either inline or include an external JavaScript file that contains an event binding for the mobileinit event and finally the include for jQuery Mobile. That may sound a little confusing, so let’s look at Listing 4.5 for an example of this process.

**LISTING 4.5 Including jQuery, an Inline mobileinit Script, and jQuery Mobile**

```html
1: <script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.7.1.min.js"></script>
2: <script type="text/javascript">
3:   $(document).on("mobileinit", function() {
4:     $.extend(  $.mobile , {[
5:       pageLoadErrorMessage: 'Either the page cannot be found or it cannot be loaded.'
6:       } });
7:   });
8: </script>
9: <script src="http://code.jquery.com/mobile/1.1.0/jquery.mobile-1.1.0.min.js"></script>
```

Line 1 starts out with the include for the jQuery framework. Line 2 is the beginning of our inline JavaScript for setting the mobileinit event. Line 3 is where we actually set up the mobileinit event by using the .on() function (which is part of the version 1.7 of the jQuery framework and is why we needed to include the jQuery framework before our inline script). If we had been using a version of jQuery Mobile prior to 1.1 we would be using the .bind() function instead of the .on() function. The .on() function can take quite a few arguments, but in our case we pass two. The first argument passed is the event you want to bind, and the second is usually an
anonymous function that contains the code you want to run when the event runs. You can learn more about the .on() function by visiting http://api.jquery.com/on/. On line 4 we used the $.extend() function, which allows us to merge two objects together, and passed $.mobile to be used as the target object that we want to add or merge to. We then used an opening brace to begin the array of settings that we want to merge or change into the $.mobile object. Continuing to line 5 you can see that we are going to overwrite the default for pageLoadErrorMessage by setting the value to "Either the page cannot be found or it cannot be loaded". The notation used here may look a familiar. It is a name-value pair and is commonly known as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). It is commonly used in jQuery plug-ins, configurations, and functions (including the jQuery .css() function). Line 6 shows the closing brace and closing parentheses of the $.extend() function. Line 7 is the closing brace and closing parentheses of the .on() function. Line 8 is the closing tag for our inline script. Line 9 then includes the jQuery Mobile framework that now has the default value for pageLoadErrorMessage changed.

Now that we know that we can change some of the default settings of jQuery Mobile with the mobileinit event what do we do when we want an event or function to be triggered when a new page is loaded? I'm fairly sure that you are thinking, "That's easy! Just use the $(document).ready() function on the page you are loading and you'll be all set!" While that is normally the correct answer, we have to remember that all pages are inserted into the DOM through AJAX. This means that the DOM is only loaded once, making the $(document).ready() function load on the first page only. Luckily jQuery Mobile has a solution for this problem: You just need to use the pageinit event.

Using the pageinit Event Instead of $(document).ready()

To use the pageinit event on your page, you have to take a slightly less dynamic and more planned approach to your code. There are a few different ways you can attach the pageinit event in your code. When using a version of jQuery Mobile prior to 1.1, you will be using jQuery 1.6.4, which means you use the .bind() function instead of the .on() function. When using jQuery Mobile 1.1+ you use the .on() function to bind the event.

The .on() function introduced in jQuery 1.7 is a unification of previous functions used to bind events. Instead of having to worry about using .bind(), .live(), or .delegate(), you can now use the .on() function to find events. More about this function can be found by visiting http://api.jquery.com/on/. If you are using a version of jQuery Mobile prior to 1.1, you should not use the .on() method, but should instead use the .delegate() or .live() function.

In Listing 4.6 the contents of multipage_one.html, which is the first page of a multipage site are shown. It includes a button that then loads a second page through AJAX.
Looking at the preceding code, do you see the `.on()` function and the `pageinit` event? Let’s walk through the code and I will explain what we have done and how it makes things work.

The beginning lines should seem familiar by now, so we’ll start at line 9. Line 9 uses `$(document)` as the selector, and then uses the `.on()` function to bind the `mobileinit` event to the current page. In comparison line 14 also uses the `.on()` function to bind the `pageinit` event. The binding takes place through the second parameter passed in the `.on()` function. The `.on()` function allows events to be delegated to elements that do not currently exist in the DOM, but that will exist in the future. This is why the `pageinit` event will be bound to the object that will have an `id` of `pageinit2` once it is added to the DOM.
Continuing onto line 15 we can see that an `alert()` function is going to be called as soon as the page is initialized into the DOM. Line 16 then closes the `.on()` function.

Continuing onto line 18 we see the include for jQuery Mobile. Line 19 closes the `head` element. Line 20 starts the `body` element. Lines 21 through 27 make up the actual code that will be presented as a page to the user. Line 25 shows the setup for a button, and if you look closely you see that our button is set to link to another file instead of an anchor tag farther down the page. We cover multipage sites in Hour 7, “Learning About Page Layout.”

To finish out the file, lines 28 and 29 are closing tags for the `body` and `html` elements that complete our page.

We set up a function inside the `pageinit` event that triggers anytime a page with an `id` of `pageinit2` is loaded. Even though we are binding the `pageinit` event on the first page, it will not run on there because it does not have an `id` of `pageinit2`.

Now let’s look at Listing 4.7, which shows the contents of `multipage_two.html` and is the second page that Listing 4.6 links to.

**LISTING 4.7 This Page Has an Event Tied to It That Will Trigger on Page Load**

```html
1:   <div data-role="page" id="pageinit2">
2:     <div data-role="header"><h1>pageinit event example</h1></div>
3:     <div data-role="content">
4:       <p>Fantastic! I am a new page and was loaded through AJAX.</p>
5:       <a href="pageinit.html" data-role="button" data-rel="back">Amazing, now take me back</a>
6:     </div>
7:   </div>
```

Amazing, now take me back.
Look closely at the code for a minute and see if you can spot anything that would make it trigger an event when it loads.

A quick glance over lines 1 through 9 shows the typical setup of a mobile site. We can see the HTML5 DOCTYPE being used on line 1. The head element starts on line 3 and includes a title element set on line 4, the meta element set for mobile devices on line 5, the include for the jQuery Mobile style sheet on line 6, the include for the jQuery library on line 7, the include jQuery Mobile library on line 8, and the closing tag for the head element on line 9.

The only thing that appears different on this page from the page in Listing 4.6 is the lack of binding for both the mobileinit event and the pageinit event. Let’s keep looking down the code and see if we can see anything else.

Skipping over line 10, line 11 shows us setting up a div element with a data-role="page" attribute and an id="pageinit2". That is the line that contains the attribute that ties this whole thing together. The attribute is id="pageinit2". That is the id that we used for the .on() function to bind the pageinit event to. Since this page contains that particular id, as soon as it is loaded into the DOM it triggers the pageinit event and calls the alert function that we placed inside the event.

Continuing down the rest of the page, you can see the content section being created on line 13. We also added a button that allows us to link back to the first page being created on line 15. This button contains both a link back to the first page through the attribute href="pageinit.html" and an attribute of data-rel="back" that defaults to a sliding-back page transition to the first page. Lines 16 through 19 are closing tags for various HTML elements that complete our page.

**Perceived pageinit Processing Speed**

When using the pageinit event, the transition between pages does not actually take place until whatever code has been placed into the pageinit event has finished processing. This can cause some delay between page transitions and may make users who are unprepared for the wait think the site has some lag or is slow. Plan ahead and keep the functions that you need to have on page-load short and direct.

The following figures show the use of the pageinit event. These figures were taken on an Android device running version 4.0.1. Depending on what browser and device you use, the alert message will appear styled differently. Figure 4.3 shows the page we built in Listing 4.6. Figure 4.4 shows the alert that is triggered by the function called in the pageinit event. Figure 4.5 shows the page that triggered the pageinit event and is the code from Listing 4.7.

You can set up more pageinit events for other pages by using a unique id for each page you want like to attach the event to. By doing this you can trigger functions that you only want happening when certain pages load.
Figure 4.3
When the button is pressed, the pageinit event will be called.

Figure 4.4
This alert message was triggered by the pageinit event.
Summary

This hour discussed the jQuery Mobile framework. You learned that it is dependent on the standard jQuery framework to function. You learned what files are included and required to use the jQuery Mobile framework, and also learned about HTML5 data attribute and how jQuery Mobile leverages them to apply style and functionality to the page.

The basic requirements needed for a mobile page were discussed as well as how to add some extra HTML elements into the page to complete the look and feel of a mobile site.

Finally you learned how to overwrite some of the default jQuery Mobile settings and that you can use the pageinit event to run a function when a page is called to get around the problems associated with the $(document).ready function only running on the first page load.
Q&A

Q. Can I use my own data attributes within jQuery Mobile or will that break the site?
A. Generally you are free to use whatever data attribute you want, but quite a few data attributes are reserved by jQuery Mobile. For a short list stay away from the following: data-theme, data-ajax, data-filter, data-icon, data-grid, data-rel, data-icon, data-url, data-role, and data-type. A good practice is to add a prefix that is unique to you or your site so you would end up with a custom attribute that looked similar to data-mcn-username, where the prefix “mcn” stands for “my custom name.” Just as a reminder, if you use a dash in your data-attribute, you should avoid using the jQuery .data() function and instead use the .attr() function.

Q. Regarding the pageinit event, can I bind the event on the page I want it to run on instead of on the first page using the .on() function?
A. You can, but keep a few things in mind. When running jQuery Mobile 1.1+, if you use the .on() function on the page you want to have the pageinit event work on, then the first time that page is loaded, your pageinit function will run once. The second time that page is loaded, the function will run twice instead of once. This is because the event is being bound over and over again instead of just once. You can get around this with the .off() function. If you forget to unbind the pageinit event you run the risk of crashing the browser on the mobile device that is viewing your site due to the amount of memory that will be taken up in binding and running your function over and over again. See http://api.jquery.com/off/ for information about unbinding events set with the .on() function.

Q. You warned me to watch out when adding scripts outside the head element. Can you explain why the scripts are “run once”?
A. When you are browsing a mobile site that uses jQuery Mobile, any scripts included in the head element will be read only on the page that you start from. So you start on the home page and then the scripts that are in the head element of that page will be run. If you use a button or a navigation bar to move to another page, the scripts in the head element on those pages will be ignored because only the title element and the div element that contains the data-roles="page" attribute will be parsed and brought into the DOM.

Workshop

The workshop contains a quiz and some exercises to help you check your comprehension and understanding.
Quiz

1. What files make up the jQuery Mobile framework?
2. True or False: The $(document).ready() function cannot be used on pages that are added to the DOM through AJAX.
3. How is the .on() function different from the .bind() function?
4. True or False: You can use the .on() function with jQuery 1.6.4.
5. True or False: The use of data attributes in HTML has been around since HTML 3.2.

Answers

1. The jQuery Mobile framework is made up of a JavaScript file and a CSS style sheet. However, to function, the jQuery framework must be included.
2. True. The document is only loaded once per page and will not run on subsequent pages that are inserted into the DOM through AJAX.
3. The main difference is that you can use the .on() function to bind events to objects that do not exist on initial page load. This is extremely helpful with binding events to elements that appear through AJAX.
4. False. The .on() function was not added to the jQuery framework until version 1.7. Prior to that you could use .delegate() or the .bind() functions for event binding.
5. False. The use of data attributes is new to HTML5 and has been added to the specification specifically for easier data manipulation and storage.

Exercises

1. Create your own data-attribute and add it to a page. Try using some jQuery scripts to get data from it or as a way to help create a selector for the element.
2. Take some of the code from the chapter and add more links and more pages. Experiment with setting up multiple pageinit events for your new pages.
3. Try using the .on() function with another event and with an object that is on a separate page. Try binding different events with it. Something as simple as a click event that triggers an alert() function is a good way to get started with understanding how the .on() function works with events.
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tools, 392-394
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commercial stock images, 260
free stock images, 261
iMediaHUD, 353
importance of mobile detection, 309-310
importing themes into ThemeRoller, 302-303
including jQuery Mobile in your project, 430-437
initializing
jQuery, 43
mobileinit event, 69-70
pageinit event, 70-73
pages
pagebeforecreate event, 209-211
pagecreate event, 211-212
pageinit event, 213-214
inline styles (CSS), 31
input elements for buttons, 154-156
inset lists, creating, 192
inspection tools, encoding video, 352-354
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PhoneGap, 420
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iOS, 105
support for jQuery Mobile, 11
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jQuery() function, chaining, 52-54
jQuery Mobile, 7-9
jQuery Mobile framework, 41
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JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), 70
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keyboards for mobile devices, 103
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laptops, support for jQuery Mobile, 10
licensing
BSD license, 255
Creative Commons license, 256
GPL, 253-254
MIT license, 254-255
mobile application licensing, 256-257
Lighttpd, 18
Limelight Networks, 340
link-based buttons, creating, 153-154
linking pages in mobile sites, 89-90
links, adding to header toolbar, 136
Linux
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inspection tools, 353
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within forms, 204-205
icons, adding to list items, 198-199
inset lists, creating, 192
numbered lists, creating, 194
search filter, adding, 202-204
split lists, creating, 199-201
standard lists
counts, adding, 195-196
creating, 191-192
thumbnails, adding to list items, 196-198
loading
jQuery framework from remote CDN, 43-44
script tags (JavaScript), 34-35
Metacafe, 340
methods
filter methods, 49
jQuery(), 45
Microsoft Tag reader, 365
Microsoft Windows, development applications, 13-15
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Apache servers, 394
code, compressing
Closure Compiler, 384-386
PACKER, 386-387
YUI Compressor, 381-384
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JPEG image compression, 389-390
PNG image compression, 391-392
tools, 392-394
server-side compression, configuring, 388-389
MiroVideoConverter, 354
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) license, 254-255
mobile application licensing, 256-257
mobile detection
importance of, 309-310
JavaScript, 316-320
non-detection solutions
jQuery Mobile, 322
responsive design, 320-322
PHP, 313-316
traffic, redirecting with .htaccess file, 310-312
multiple sites
mobile devices
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Android, device emulators, 399-402
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Blackberry, device emulators, 405-407
built-in camera, 103-104
emulators, 397-399
iOS, device emulators, 402-404
operating systems
Android, 105-106
Bada, 106-107
Blackberry, 107-108
iOS, 105
Windows Phone, 106
touchscreens, 102
Windows Phone, device emulators, 404-405
mobile layout, 278-281
mobile sites
creating, 65-67
images, adding, 86-87
page structure, 79-81
pages, linking, 89-90
text, formatting, 84-86
mobileinit event, 69-70
MP3 audio codecs, 345-346
MPEG Streamclip, 355
multiple page sites, 115-122
pages, linking, 89-90
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page structure of mobile sites

footer, 79-81

header, 82-84

pagebeforecreate event, 209-211

pagecreate event, 211-212

pageinit event, 70-73, 213-214

persistent navigation

toolbars, 148

PhoneGap, 419

Android project, creating, 423-430

installing, 420

Photoshop, 394

PHP, mobile detection, 313-316

Picasa, 394

pixel density, 98-101

placement

of animations, 57

of script tags, 32-34

of toolbars

fixed positioning, 144-146

full screen positioning, 146-147

playback, videos

full-screen, 333

testing, 339

plugins, 261-265

960 grid plug-in, 262-263

finding, 261-262

video plug-ins, 358-359

PNG image compression, 391-392

PNGquantlet, 393

PPI (pixels per inch), 98-101

processing speed, pageinit event, 73

programming languages, support for in jQuery Mobile, 12

Projekktor, 358

proximity sensor, 102-103

PunyPNG, 393

QR (Quick Response) codes, 363-364

color, adjusting, 371-373

custom images, displaying, 373-375

generating, 369

rendering

Google Chart Tools, 369-370

third-party QR generation, 367-368

scanning applications, 364-365

QRStuff, 368

QVGA (Quarter Video Graphics Array), 100

radio buttons (forms), 176-179

redirecting traffic with .htaccess file, 310-312

RedLaser, 364

reliability of jQuery Mobile, 9
rendering QR codes
Google Chart Tools, 369-370
third-party QR generation, 367-368
resistive touchscreens, 102
resizing buttons, 158-161
resolution, 97-101
responsiveness of jQuery Mobile, 8
adjusting layouts based on screen size
desktop layout, 284-286
mobile layout, 278-281
tablet layout, 282-284
media queries, 275-276
site layout, rotating, 286-289
Ripple Emulator, 410
role of HTML, 21-22
rotating site layout, 286-289
running code in parallel, 52-54

S
sample code, 3
Scan, 364
ScanLife, 365
scanning applications, QR codes, 364-365
screen size
PPI, 98:101
resolution, 97-101
script tags
loading, 34-35
placement of, 32-34
search input, forms, 184-185
select element (forms), 178-180
selectors, 44-50
chaining, 52-54
event binding, 50-52
SEO (search engine optimization), 85
server-side compression, configuring Apache servers, 388-389
shadows, 296
ShopSavvy, 364
simplicity of jQuery Mobile, 9
single page layout, 113-115
single-line hierarchy (CSS), 28
sliders, 181-183
smartphones, support for jQuery Mobile, 10-11
Android, 10
Blackberry, 11
iOS, 11
webOS, 11
Windows Mobile, 11
Smush.it, 392
SPARQCode, 368
split lists, creating, 199-201
square corner buttons, creating, 156
standard input elements (forms), 173-175
standard lists
counts, adding, 195-196
creating, 191-192
static file images for default theme, 229-231
stock images
commercial stock images, 260
free stock images, 261
structure
of HTML documents, 23-24
of mobile sites, 79-81
footer, 82-84
header, 82-84
style tags (CSS), 28-29
submitting forms
with AJAX, 186-187
without AJAX, 187
support for jQuery Mobile, 9
desktops, 10
eReader devices, 12
laptops, 10
smartphones, 10-11
tables, 10
swatches, 67, 230-234, 240-241
buttons, 236
custom swatches, 245-246
manually adjusting with ThemeRoller, 298-302
swipe events, 218-220

T
tablet layout, 282-284
tables, support for jQuery Mobile, 10
Tag codes, 363-364
downloading, 377-378
generating, 375-377
tags
HTML, DOCTYPE tag, 22-23
script tags
loading, 34-35
placement of, 32-34
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tags

style tags (CSS), 28-29
text, formatting, 84-86
tap events, 215-218
testing
  with device emulators, 411-414
  Android, 399-402
  iOS, 402-404
video playback, 339
text, formatting, 84-86
TextWrangler, 15
theme framework, 229
  buttons, 236
  component bars, 237-238
  content blocks, 237-239
  custom themes, 234-235
  default theme, static file images, 229-231
  swatches, 230-234, 240-241
  creating, 241-245
  custom swatches, 245-246
ThemeRoller, 293-294
  color palette, 295
  inspector tool, 296-297
  swatches, manual adjustment, 298-302
themes
  custom themes, 302-303
  downloading, 302
  importing, 302-303
themes
  custom themes
    for WordPress, adding jQuery Mobile, 447-461
    for WordPress, creating, 445-446
    default theme, swatches, 67
Themonospot, 353
Theodora video codecs, 348
third-party QR generation, 367-368
thumbnails, adding to list items, 196-198
toolbars
  fixed positioning, 144-146
  footer toolbar, adding, 139-144
  full screen positioning, 146-147
  header toolbar
    adding, 133-136
    buttons, adding, 134
    links, adding, 136
  navigation toolbar, adding, 137-139
  persistent navigation, 148
touch events
  swipe events, 218-220
  tap events, 215-218
touchscreens, 102
orientation, 102
traffic, redirecting with .htaccess file, 310-312
transcoding programs, 354-355
Transitional DOCTYPE, 22
turning off
  automatic styles for buttons, 158

U–V
UA (User Agent), 310-311
detecting
  with JavaScript, 316-320
  with PHP, 313-316
versions of GPL, 254
Viddler, 340
video codecs
  Android support for, 349-350
  Blackberry support for, 350
  H.264, 348-349
  iPhone 4S support for, 350-351
  Theodora, 348
  VPS, 347-348
  Windows Phone 7 support for, 351
video containers, 343-344
Video.js, 359
videos
  content, delivering, 358-360
  embedding
    available services, 340
    hosting your own file, 336-340
    with Vimeo, 334-336
    with YouTube, 328-334
  encoding, 355-358
  inspection tools, 352-354
  transcoding programs, 354-355
  full-screen playback, 333
playback, 327
testing, 339
plugins, 358-359
VideoSpec, 353
Vimeo, embedding videos, 334-336
virtual mouse events, 221-222
Visual Web Developer Express, 14
VP8 video codecs, 347-348

W
WAV audio codecs, 345
web pages, linking, 89-90
web safe fonts, 265-266
web servers, development applications, 17-18
WebM, 344
webOS, support for jQuery Mobile, 11
width of buttons, adjusting, 161
WiFi, 104
Windows, development applications, 13-15
Windows Mobile, support for jQuery Mobile, 11
Windows Phone 7, 106
codec support, 351
device emulators, 404-405
WordPress, 443-444
custom themes
creating, 445-446
jQuery Mobile, adding, 447-461
installing, 444

X–Y–Z
XAMPP, 18
YouTube, embedding videos, 328-334
YUI Compressor, compressing code, 381-384
ZXing, 367
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